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Superdeformed prolate nuclei, having an axis ratio of about 2:1, have
first been discovered in fission isomers in the actinide region almost 40 years ago
by Polikanov et al.. Their interpretation of being the result of microscopic shell
corrections on top of the macroscopic liquid drop potential leading to a second
minimum in the nuclear potential energy surface is well established. 240Pu with
its 3.7 ns fission isomer may be regarded as the prototype nucleus for spectro-
scopic studies of superdeformed actinide nuclei since the identification of the
ground state rotational band in conversion electron measurements [1]. Though
from the knowledge on excited states in the first minimum and previous mea-
surements in the second minimum low-lying collective excitations in the second
well of 240Pu can be expected, none of them has been experimentally identified so
far. Quite surprisingly, no low-lying collective quadrupole excitations could be
observed in a recent detailed high-resolution and high-efficiency y-spectroscopy
experiment [2]. Complementary information could be obtained in conversion
electron measurements in coincidence with isomeric fission performed at the
Garching Accelerator Laboratory, resulting in the first identification of the
lowest ß-vibrational band [3]. In a combined analysis of the y-spectroscopic
and conversion electron data conversion coefficients aK or limits on aK could be
deduced, thus allowing to determine the mulripolarities of the transitions. A
predominant population of negative parity states in the second well could be
observed that can be explained by the filtering function of the inner and outer
fission barrier.
Complementary transmission resonance measurements have been performed,
yielding new information on the fine structure of (/3-)vibrational multi-phonon
states. A new method could be established to determine the excitation energy of
the fission isomer ground state exploiting the complete spectroscopy of 0+-states.
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